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Finding The Flow
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Andalucia 2007
’Sometimes you’re just at peace with the world,
y’know?’
And with that I smile to the Crew, shoulder my
pack, douse water over my head and arms one
final time, and jog off into the searing heat once
again – except this time I’m smiling very happily and almost whistling!

saw me grind to a halt some three quarters of
the way into this two hour bitch of a climb during the hottest part of the day. With my breathing threatening to spiral out of control and my
heart feeling as though it was about to burst
through my chest, I was forced to stop in the
shade of a nearby tree.
‘You’re OK, man – just breathe, sit up, be calm,
and breathe. Take some water and stay with
it – it’ll pass…stay with it…’
I remember the complete spiral out of control
at the top of yesterday’s climb with about 10km
to go. We’d deliberately run hard for the first 2.5
hours to try and cover as much ground before
the temperature hit the 40’s. It was a day with
absolutely no shade on the entire route – which
meant that we were to be steadily cooked at
the sun’s leisure…

It’s about 11 km to CP 5 and big wide trail the
whole way.
I’m quickly into my running and am smiling at
how dramatic the mood shift has been: after
getting a real kicking on the last quarter of the
3000’ straight-up climb we’ve just navigated
between CP 3-4: I’m now one very happy little
camper.
Despite passing through one of the most physically intimidating landscapes I’ve ever been
in, I’m completely at one with myself and the
world around me.
The surrounding mountainscape is an immense 360 degree perspective, the trail ahead
unrelenting rocky track, the temperature nudging 43 degrees Fahrenheit, and the huge flatbottomed valley I am travelling along makes
me feel like a grain of sand against it all…Yeah,
you don’t figure much out here, my friend…
The brutal climb had forced me to lose contact with Jacques and Dan, with whom I have
run for the first 25 miles today. A combination
of searing heat, cumulative effort, and gradient which nearly had me on hands and knees,
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After three days into the race I now knew that
I could balance the variables on a big climb
to give me forward progress: How hot it was,
how steep and long the hill, my cadence and
posture – and finally the level of effort and the
rate of breathing. Trying to keep up with anyone else – racing – was a shortcut to disaster:
I’d tried this yesterday and the result had me
flat on my back at the top of the climb willing
my heart and lungs back inside my shuddering
body.
(That I later learned that Fulvio, our Italian veteran and winner of Stage 1, was throwing up
and Dan was bleeding through his nose on the
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very same climb was no consolation: Focus On
What You Can Control, man…)

wallpaper – you can’t change it and you can’t
ignore it – so roll with it: welcome everything.

One day later and this time it’s different: I’m still
looking into the abyss – but this time I’m only
admiring the view.

Acceptance also of you: who you are, what
you stand for and what baggage you bring. In
this place there is no hiding – indeed, there is
no need to hide, because acceptance of the
whole can be a path to contentment in the present. Relax – enjoy the journey!

‘Stay with this, man – give it time, it’ll come
back to you…c’mon, you’ve got this…’
Jacques and Dan climb away into the distance,
but meanwhile in the shady layby of sorts equilibrium is returning.
The boys are now out of sight and out of mind.
Dan is clearly having a great day while Jacques
continues to float his way over the mountains.
Behind me by about half an hour is the only
other person left in the race and on the course:
The only lady to start the race, Jo set off this
morning an hour ahead of us determined to
do her thing on this longest of stages. We had
passed her and her mountainbike escort Mark
at CP 3 looking like she’d not a care in the
world. She’ll do just fine today…
Except I really am not alone out here. With me
are my wife Charlotte and our new baby son
Tom. Over the next few kilometres the three of
us run easily through the furnace: sometimes
we are chatting away, sometimes we just touch
eachother with our smiles. It doesn’t matter
that no-one else can see them…and maybe it’s
not quite such a coincidence that now, finally,
after three days of being stripped raw, on Day
4 of this race, I feel whole again.
I know that I’ll finish the stage and that I’ll do it
in my own time and my own way.

Respect comes next: Respect for a huge
physical environment – and there’s nothing
like ocean swimming and mountain running to
make you feel insignificant(!) – such that it feels
like you almost ask permission to pass safely
through just this one time…no trace, no litter,
no noise…just my wake or my footprints, and
the sea or the wind will soon wipe those away
as well.
Then there’s Trust and Belief. Trust the environment to keep you safe; belief that you possess
everything you need to do whatever it is you
need to do right now and over these next few
hours. Belief that right now, you are in exactly
the right place doing exactly the right thing in
exactly the right way.
…feel how you need to feel in order to do what
it is you want to do…
Yeah, Performance Is Emotional all right…and
right now for me out here, the dial is turned all
the way up to No 11…
And if that lot doesn’t make you smile…
What a difference to the first three days out
here.

It doesn’t matter to me how fast, and it doesn’t
matter to me by when.
Right now? I’m just enjoying being…
Here’s something that preparing to swim the
English Channel in 2003 taught me about flow.
And I think that when we are talking about performance we are talking about how to attain
this flow state – this line of least resistance.
Acceptance comes first – total and absolute.
Acceptance of the environment and of everything and anything it may throw at you: It’s the
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